Interview with Piero Manzoni, CEO of
NeoruraleHub

Allowing agriculture and biodiversity to
co-exist through innovative solutions
Agriculture has left an indelible imprint on the landscape, transforming formerly wooded areas
into open fields and pastures where modern monocultures have had a detrimental effect on
biodiversity, fertility and environment. Are we sure this is the only feasible model to be followed? NeoruraleHub has demonstrated in Italy that biodiversity can exist alongside agricultural production and a return to a natural landscape is possible. By partnering the rural areas
with urban development, it is possible to create synergies to transform agricultural suburbs
into environmental services providers for the cities, where energy is recovered, waste recycled and the resulting enjoyable environment can become the place for promoting innovation
and start-ups. NeoruraleHub has created the first real-scale project just 18 km away from the
center of Milan.
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The La Cassinazza project is home to 20,000 ducks, seven species of birds of prey,
20,000 pidgeons, all the European airons and650 free-roaming deer and much more
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Trees and hedges planted in the margins between the rice fields encourage native
plants and fauna to repopulate these spaces
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La Cassinazza is a green oasis of biodiversity amid intensive monoculture farming
all around The picture shows the result in biodiversity and fertility in 20 years
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Insects are in decline across Europe with grave consequences for the environment.
The La Cassinazza project shows a way to grow crops without decimating fauna
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